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Introduction of problem
This paper presents an approach for classifying a blog’s political orientation based on its
connection within a blog citation network. We accomplished this classification by clustering our
political blog graph into communities; these clusterings determine the political orientation of each
blog. After this classification, we compare the news cycle between political orientation from
meme propagation within these subcommunities. In the process, we examined various graph
clustering algorithms, and we implemented an algorithm which scales to very large networks.
Review of the relevant prior work
Blogs and Politics
L. Adamic and N. Glance analyze the political blog landscape in the two months prior to
the 2004 U.S. Election in their paper “The political blogosphere and the 2004 U.S. election”.
Specifically, the authors analyze the linking structure between the blogs and the topics of
discussion. The authors discover that the graph structure of blog citations form two dense
clusters, one for each political leaning; a political blog rarely links to another blog of a different
political orientation. Additionally, the paper finds evidence that each political leaning is more
likely to talk about specific topics; the paper makes this conclusion by using document cosine
similarity, document word frequency, and named entity mentions. In total, the authors consider
approximately 1,500 blogs and 23,000 blog posts.
Leskovec et al., 2009 follows news cycles, labeled as memes, though blog and news
sites. The authors tracked a variety of blogs and news websites over the course of 3 months
then parsed 380 GB of feeds into 210 million ‘memes’ from 96 million documents. The authors
graph the data into time sensitive peaks for each common memes, showing a striking two week
window of interest for each big news item. Additionally the original sourcing of information was
traced to either blogs or news sites, revealing the importance of blogs in the freedom of media to
generate popular news items. Unlike the prior paper on political ties of blogs, this paper explores
the agnostic flow of information within those sources rather than their political origins; with an
emphasis on information over source.
Clustering
Z. Chen et al. surveys several graph clustering algorithms in “Graphbased Clustering for
Computational Linguistics: A Survey”. This paper conveniently provides a list of clustering
categories (cutbased, spectral, multilevel, random, shortest path, and agglomerative), metrics
(intercluster, bicriteria, ratiocut, ncut, conductance, performance, and modularity), and runtimes
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ranging from O(jV j) to O(jV j ) .
M. Newman introduced a scalable clustering algorithm in “Fast algorithm for detecting
community structure in networks” and presented an optimized algorithm in “Finding community
structure in very large networks”. Newman presents a clustering algorithm with excellent
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clustering performance with one of the fastest running times of O(jV jlog2 (jV j)) .
Motivation
The Adamic et al. paper gives an interesting analysis of the political blogosphere.
However, we were skeptical of the results of the Adamic paper: the paper uses only 6 blog
directories. Those directories are BlogPulse, BlogCatalog, CampaignLine, LeftyDirectory,
Blogarama, and eTalkingHead. We were suspicious that the handful of blog directories might
inadvertently embellish the political polarity of the blogosphere. This concern was furthered by
the fact that the dataset only consists of 1,500 blogs.
Conversely, the Leskovec et al. paper does not suffer from data sparsity at all. However,
the authors list extensions to their results which they left unresolved. Namely, the authors
expressed a desire to find the true originators of news items, to determine how information
changes over time, and to compare the news cycle to political leanings.
Our research combines the strengths of the two aforementioned papers. Specifically,
Leskovec’s dataset allows us to create very large graphs that can support or refute the findings
from the Adamic paper. Additionally, Leskovec’s dataset allows us to create a graph that is not
preselected toward political leanings: the dataset allows us to select nodes which discuss
politics, and then find clusterings that correlate to political leanings. Additionally, Leskovec’s data
is from 2008, so we are able to update Adamic’s 2004 findings. On the other hand, Adamic’s
research demonstrates that political leaning clusters are very likely to appear in blogosphere
networks; so, this gave us the confidence that applying an unsupervised clustering algorithm
might reveal these communities automatically. As a result, this paper examines the use of a
clustering algorithm to find political leaning clusters automatically, and then uses the meme data
to examine how different political leanings discuss different topics.
Model/Algorithm/Method
3.1 Create a citation network for political websites
Leskovec et al. provides all of the data used for their “Memetracking and the Dynamics
of the News Cycle” at www.memetracker.org. Specifically, there are two data sets. One file
provides all of the processed memes with all of the articles that mentioned each meme at a
particular time. The second set of files provides all of the raw data used to produce the first in
addition to URL citations.
We selected the most political memes from the processed dataset. First, we inspected
the most popular memes by article mentions (as shown in Table #1). Then, we chose 8 Memes
(first few highlighted in blue) which we believe are the most political. As one can tell, several of
the memes are unrelated to politics; we ignored these memes since our goal is to classify
political blogs. From the selected memes, we also aggregated the set of all the news articles
which mentioned one of our selected memes. We reduced this set by extracting just the URL
path from each article.
We created a political site network by using the raw dataset set of articles. We
processed all 9 months of raw data which has each article URL and the URLs it cites. We
reduced this citation network by condensing each article URL to its path. Then we removed
nodes which were not apart of the set of URL paths which mentioned our hand picked memes.
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As we justify later in this paper, we also removed nodes from the network which had an article
that was classified as “mainstream media”.
Freq.
24898
21720
19393
17318
15779
14103
13263
12851

Meme
hate that i love you so
yes we can yes we can
joe the plumber
what is web 2 0 scam review secrets tips
i don't know what to do
high school musical 3 ano da formatura
i think when you spread the wealth around it's good for everybody
you can put lipstick on a pig

Category
Music
Campaign
Campaign
Technology
Campaign
TV Show
Campaign
Campaign

Table 1: The 8 most frequent memes
3.2 Cluster the political network
Our resulting network contains a large number of nodes and edges. Specifically, the
network created from all 8 of the memes and no mainstream media nodes produces a network
with 14,282 nodes and 364,823 edges. And, the network created from a single meme (“lipstick
on a pig”) and no mainstream media nodes produces a network with 9,211 nodes and 120,593
edges.
Due to the large size of our graphs, it is imperative to use a fast clustering algorithm. We
discovered that the “Fast Modularity” clustering algorithm is one of the fastest algorithms which
also produces quality clusterings; this is an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm
which optimizes the modularity score greedily. We implemented this algorithm and ran it on our
dataset. The algorithm took about 20 minutes to run on the larger graph.
The Fast Modularity clustering algorithm also conveniently produces a score for each
clustering size and a dendrogram for reproducing any size clustering. We chose the number of
clusters by picking the number of clusters with the highest modularity score, and where each
cluster has a significant number of nodes.
3.3 Label the clusters
Adamic et al. provides their dataset of political blogs and their respective leanings. We
used this dataset to label our clusters. Specifically, we found 127 labels which matched between
the two datasets, with 62 liberal labels and 65 conservative labels. We then labeled each
computed cluster with that of the labeled cluster which had the largest Jaccard similarity
between the cluster node sets. We found that our clustering had a Jaccard similarity around
85% for both liberal and conservative clusterings for a few of the graphs, as explained later.
3.4 Produce news cycle plots
We returned back to Leskovec’s processed meme data to produce news cycles for each
cluster. Specifically, our clustering provides a label for each node in the cluster. Then, each
meme maps mentions to website nodes with the time. So, we simply discretize the meme
mentions into buckets for each clustering.
Results and findings
After implementing our Fast Modularity algorithm and finding other algorithms to be
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exceedingly slow as network size grew, we wanted to confirm that our approach was correct
and appropriate for our intended data set. We ran tests on both the karate club data set and a fall
2000 college football data set with reported clustering scores and quality values. In both cases
we obtained the same results as those which were reported, which validated our implementation.
Secondly, we wanted to see how well this clustering approach worked on blog and news data.
Luckily we already had a labeled data set from Adamic’s published graphs. Clustering on that
data revealed that we generate a very similar graph with 88% and 89% Jaccard scores against
the original data set labelings.

Figure 1: Jaccard Score of PoliBlog Data
Against Actual Labels

Figure 2: Reproduced Graph of Political Blogs
from Adamic Data

After confirming our algorithm’s capabilities and reproducing the results from Adamic’s
data we then moved on to working with Leskovec et al.’s dataset which we had compiled down
to nodes contributing to the 8 campaign memes. We ran our algorithm on the resulting graph and
produced Jaccard scores for the graph clusterings with the highest quality scores: usually 2 or 3
clusters. The scores are based on the labeled nodes which are present in both Adamic’s dataset
and Leskovec ‘s. Initially we had poor results with a lot of mismatches between the clusters.
However, after examining the sources of problems in the dendrogram we tried removing
all nodes labeled as mainstream media to improve the modularity of the underlying clusters. We
argued that mainstream media sources might make the graph clusters overly interconnected.
Furthermore, since we were comparing results to Adamic’s dataset it made sense to compare
primarily blog sites and prune out the mainstream media sources. Doing this produced highly
matched results with Jaccard scores near 85%, helping to confirm our hypothesis about
mainstream nodes producing interleaving clusters.
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Figure 3: Jaccard Score of Potential Matches To PoliBlog Data (Campaign Memes)

Figure 4: Graph of Sites Mentioning Top Campaign
Memes

Figure 5: Graph of Sites Mentioning
‘Lipstick on a Pig’

(Red=Right, Blue=Left, Green=NonPolitical)
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The meme dataset clusters produced subgraphs which appeared to closely match three
groups. The first two were Left and Right politically oriented sites, as shown by the Jaccard
scores from before. The last group however seemed to not fit either political leaning. Closer
evaluation of the nodes contained within the final cluster showed the majority of the sites to be
nonpolitical in nature. These sites included Amazon, Twitter, and other sites through which
individuals post information but without any particular political group dominance. The top sites for
our dataset listed below show this result, which we were not expecting to occur.
Top 5 Highest Degree Nodes From Each Cluster (Without Media & Using 3 Clusters)
Lipstick on a Pig Site Name (Degree)
gawker.com (1061)
alittleof.com (988)
amazon.com (935)
observer.com (848)
feeds.gothamistllc.com (814)

Top Campaign Memes Site Name (Degree)
youtube.com (8049)
amazon.com (4788)
twitter.com (3579)
mahalo.com (2857)
flickr.com (2521)

Table 2: Top NonPolitical Sites
Lipstick on a Pig Site Name (Degree)
prospect.org (1219)
washingtonmonthly.com (1217)
thedailybeast.com (1217)
thinkprogress.org (1042)
crooksandliars.com (1026)

Top Campaign Memes Site Name (Degree)
boston.com (2431)
abcnews.go.com (1994)
nytimes.com (1844)
voices.washingtonpost.com (1843)
guardian.co.uk (1704)

Table 3: Top Democrat Sites
Lipstick on a Pig Site Name (Degree)
freerepublic.com (1426)
powerlineblog.com (926)
redstate.com (776)
online.wsj.com (733)
reuters.com (687)

Top Campaign Memes Site Name (Degree)
online.wsj.com (2605)
bloomberg.com (2525)
reuters.com (2328)
telegraph.co.uk (1745)
timesonline.co.uk (1562)

Table 4: Top Republican Sites
With clustering results which we felt showed a clear distinction between different groups
contributing to political discussions, we then reproduced the news cycle plots shown in
Leskovec et al.’s paper. These plots were then extended to make use of the clustered labels we
had produced in order to break each graph into contribution by party. The majority of the plots
appear to have uniform contribution from each cluster. However, a few plots have some minor
interesting abnormalities. In the ‘lipstick on a pig’ plot it’s clearly evident that after a few days the
nonleft blog sites talked much less about the topic than Democratic oriented sites. Additionally,
in several instances one particular party will contribute a spike of articles about a topic that’s
been unreported for many days. These spikes are exclusive to one party and always originate
from Republican or Democratic clustered sites.
Conclusion:
We were able to validate that the US political blogosphere is very polarized. Furthermore,
we showed that we can automatically classify a blog’s political leaning based off its cluster from
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an unlabeled graph. Also, we were able to show that each political leaning discusses different
topics over time based off the meme data. We were not expecting to see a third “nonpolitical”
cluster: this cluster is twice the size of the political clusters combined. Further research might
explore the composition and linking structure of this third cluster relative to the political clusters.

Figures “N”: New Cycle Memes Split By Political Leaning
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